Clock depot

Is your grandfather clock broken? Or maybe its just time to clean and oil your clock? We have
been servicing clocks since We are the premier grandfather clock service company in the upper
mid west. We come to you! Every year our service coverage area seems to get larger and larger
because there are fewer clock repair shops outside the major cities here in central Minnesota.
Call us: , , or contact us by email clockdepot hotmail. One more thingâ€¦â€¦if you mention â€¦.
Our Grandfather clock repair business was founded on one main principle. That is, In-home
clock repair. It is asking too much of someone to have to bring their clock into our shop.
Grandfather clocks are too large and too delicate. Customers love the convenience and the
service of having us come to the clock. Yes, We Pack and Move Clocks! Manufacturers agree,
Clocks not only need to be properly cleaned and oiled every two years but they recommend this
service should be completed by a professional. It is too easy for the average customer to miss
something critical while doing it themselves. Clock Depot makes it easy. We send out letters
every two years to all of our customers. Dan came to my home to service and clean my
Grandfather Clock. He was very kind in assisting me with understanding the ins and outs of
maintaining a Grandfather Clock so that it runs perfectly forever. I will be working with him well
into the future. The technician helped my parents with their clock. He was very knowledgeable
and patient. The service and price were great. We had our grandfather clock put together in our
new home by the technician Dan, and he did a great job. He was very knowledgeable and set it
all up properly for us, and showed us how to keep it running. Appreciate the extra time he spent
making sure we were comfortable taking care of the clock. Type your data in the form bellow to
contact us. You're gonna love the convenience and the service! E-mail: clockdepot hotmail.
Contact Us. Grandfather Clock Repairs We have been servicing clocks since Clock Repair
Services. About Us. We Come to Your Location! One more thingâ€¦â€¦if you mention â€¦ Contact
Us. Clock Repair Services Our Grandfather clock repair business was founded on one main
principle. Packing and Moving. Clock Clean and Oil Manufacturers agree, Clocks not only need
to be properly cleaned and oiled every two years but they recommend this service should be
completed by a professional. Clock Clean. Betty Johnson. Jim Saiko. Colleen Abrams. Carl A.
Phone Number:. My Account Logout Login Register. Toggle navigation. Computerized Time
Clocks. The mission of Time Clock Depot is to offer our loyal customers and shoppers who are
in need of time and attendance products the ability to purchase quality time products, with a
large assortment of time clock ribbons, time cards and time clock parts. The time products that
Time Clock Depot offers are industry standards. Their quality is beyond reproach and we stand
behind everything we sell. Time Clock Depot is pleased to say that we service what we sell.
Time Clock Depot has satisfied customers all over the world. We offer our services and time
products and attendance products to our neighbor Canada. Whether you need time clocks, time
stamps, time cards or time clock ribbons, Time Clock Depot stands ready to fulfill your
purchasing or repair needs. Employee time clocks are essential for your business production.
We sell biometric time and hand punch systems, employee time clock software, payroll time
clocks, punch clocks, biometric time clock systems, fingerprint time clocks, watchman clocks,
and more. We service payroll time clocks, and make time clock repairs. If you search for time
clocks, or time clock repairs, or repair time clocks, you will no doubt find our website. We have
a huge inventory of time clock parts, and service and refurbish employee time clocks. We are
masters at time clock repairs! Time Clock Depot stands ready to serve all of your time and
attendance needs. Please feel free to call us or email us with your questions or concerns. For a
good online Christian seminary, go to Colorado Theological Seminary. For an online Christian
meeting place, go to The Seminary Club. It is amazing what a difference adding a single wall
clock will change the look and feel of your favorite room in your home. Narrow down your
choices by selecting from a category below. Howard Miller Alton wall clock. Matte black case
with shatter-resistant acrylic crystal. White dial and large, easy-to-read black Arabic numerals.
The hands of the clock follow an LCD display on the back of the clock and make corrections to
keep the correct time including Daylight Saving Time corrections. One year warranty and Free
Shipping. Size: Dia. This brushed nickel-finished wall clock coordinates with todays latest
interior styles. Behind the glass crystal, the white dial features black Arabic numerals, black
spade hour and minute hands, and a black second hand. The locking rear cover twists off for
easy mounting. Quartz, battery operated movement. Brushed nickel finish. This dual tone wall
clock features a handsome Rustic Cherry finish with a contrasting Vintage Umber inset panel.
The wood stick moving pendulum features a spun brass-finished bob. Beneath a convex glass
crystal, the dial features a two color wood-tone dial with gold Arabic numerals and aged
brass-tone spade hands. Finished in distressed Rustic Cherry on select hardwoods and
veneers. Quartz, non-chiming battery operated movement. This large, oversized wall clock
features a highly-distressed Antique Red finish for an aged appearance. The dial portrays a
worn, aged look with rusty brown Arabic numerals and aged, rusty black hands. Quartz

battery-operated movement requires one AA battery not included. Size: Diameter 32" Depth 2.
This oversized aged metal wall clock is The aged dial with aged black Roman numerals and
aged black spade hour and minute hands sits behind a glass crystal and is surrounded by a
formed metal bezel finished in aged white and gray. Quartz, battery-operated movement
requires one AA sized battery not included. Size: Height This selection offers an analog display
with hands and a built-in digital wall clock. Metallic gray wall clock with a flat bezel framing the
dial. White dial with large black Arabic numerals, black hour, minute and second hands beneath
a glass crystal. LCD calendar in the dial displays the month, date, and day of the week. Size:
Diameter 14" Depth 2". This 19" diameter circular spun metal case is finished in silver and
features a step frame. The circular spun dial is finished in titanium and has applied satin
silver-finished, tapered bar style hour markers and a black minute track. The grey hour and
minute hands feature a white rectangle from the middle of the hand to the tip making this clock
easy to read from a distance. The face is protected by a glass crystal. The accurate Quartz,
battery-operated movement requires one "AA" sized battery not included. One Year Warranty
and Free Shipping. Size: Diameter 19" Depth 2. The Howard Miller Company Time II oversized
farmhouse wall clock is a 34" wall clock with an antique nickel frame. The center dial is a
bubbled panel that is heavily distressed and deeply dented for an aged appearance. The
individual off-white number panels are curved and dented with Black Roman numerals centered
on each panel. The accurate quartz movement requires one "AA" battery. Always measure your
area to make sure the wall you have will accommodate this large clock. Size : Diameter 34",
Depth 2. Printable version. The Howard Miller Alcott offers an impressive pediment featuring a
sculptured cove and enlarged dentil molding. An off-white Roman numeral dial features a solid
brass bezel and decorative accents between the numerals. Hinged front door with latch. A
polished and raised brass pendulum with grid and polished chime rods add a distinctive touch
to the interior. Finished in Cherry Bordeaux on select hardwoods and veneers. German made
Keinenger Key-wound, quarter hour Westminster chime movement with hour count. Chime
silence lever and durable bronze bushings. One Year warranty and Free Shipping. Size: H.
Antique styling in a two-tone wall clock features a Worn Black finish with red undertones and a
contrasting Antique Red inset panel. Beneath a convex glass crystal, the dial features an
Antique Red background with gold Arabic numerals and aged brass-tone spade hands. The
wood stick pendulum features a spun brass-finished bob. Finished in Worn Black on select
materials, hardwoods and veneers. The character of a rusted, antique timepiece is evident in
this 21" molded polyresin wall clock. Aged hour and minute hands add to the appeal of the
authentic look. This clock has an aged look that is achieved through spatter marks, the use of a
rasp, and well placed dents. The Antique White finish features brown undertones on select
hardwood and veneers. The Angelina clocks that are made in will have the 91st Anniversary
Edition inscription on the dial. The dial has an aged look with black Arabic numerals that look
worn and charcoal grey hands behind a glass crystal that is convex. This tall, elongated 49"
high wall clock features carved accents and a turned urn finial which complement the unique
style. The aged dial offers black Roman numerals and decorative black hands. The long,
wooden stick pendulum features an antique-brass spun bob which swings back and forth and is
battery operated like all quartz clocks. The wooden stick swinging pendulum features an
antique-brass spun bob. Bim Bam chime on the hour only. This 36" diameter wrought iron wall
clock with stamped Arabic numerals is finished in dark charcoal gray and features silver edging
as well as spade hands in the same finish. Quartz, battery-operated movement requires one AA
sized battery. Size: Diameter 36", Depth 1. This Mission style wall clock is finished in a Mission
Oak dark finish. A parchment dial features dark brown numerals and hands. Decorative, wooden
moldings frame the dial. Circular brushed brass swinging pendulum is antiqued and framed
with wooden, reeded grilles. Quartz, dual chime movement plays Westminster or Ave Maria
chimes, and features volume control and automatic nighttime shut-off option. Shadow
collection - matching floor clock available. Howard Miller Aspen Outdoor Wall Clock features a
22" metal frame with a worn black finish with gold rub through on the edges. This clock has
been designed for indoor or outdoor use. The glass over the face with rubber seals help protect
the clock from inclement weather. The off-white dial is highlighted by easy to read black Roman
numerals, a thermometer for temperature, a hygrometer for humidty, and black hour and minute
hand. Accurate quartz battery-operated movement requires one "AA" sized battery not included.
Size: Diameter 22", Depth 3. This 24" large metal Large Wall Clock is finished in a dark rubbed
bronze with aged bronze accents at the 3, 6, 9 and 12 positions. The aged dial features a subtle
center pattern, aged black Roman numerals, black spade hour and minute hands and a convex
glass crystal. A twisted metal ring frames the dial. Aged black minute and hour hands with a red
second hand complete the look. Lightly distressed finish in Hampton Cherry make this with
glass crystal. A handsome large wall clocks with pendulum. One Year Warranty. This oversized,

black and antique gold finished, wrought iron wall clock is Some assembly required. Size:
Diameter This striking oversized metal wall clock is 33" in diameter and is inspired by the body
of a retro airplane with an aged aluminum finish and screw rivets. Slight variations in color and
distressing create an aged appearance and may vary from product to product. The dial features
applied charcoal gray finished Arabic numerals and charcoal gray finished diamond-cut hour
and minute hands. Size: Diameter 33" Depth 3. This retro clock is an adaptation of a classic
George Nelson design that was first produced by Howard Miller in the s. The center is finished
in brushed nickel, and is surrounded by 12 black satin balls on nickel finished rods. Black
hands complete the duotone style. Size: Depth 2" Diameter 14". This Extra Large wall clock is 42
inch in diameter. This oversized retro gallery wall clock is an adaptation of a classic s George
Nelson design. The center is finished in brushed nickel and is surrounded by 12 screw on black
satin balls on screw on nickel finished rods. Black satin finished hour and minute hands. One
year warranty and free shipping. Size: Diameter"- Depth-3". The glass cover over the face and
the rubber seals protect the interior of the clock from water leaks during inclement weather.
This clock features an off white dial with easy to read black Arabic numerals, as well as a
thermometer for temperature and a hygrometer for humidity. Accurate quartz battery-operated
movement requires one AA sized battery not included. Size: Diameter 18", Depth 2. At home in
the most up-to-date atmospheres, this wall clock combines a Merlot Cherry finish with brushed
nickel accents. The brushed nickel-finished pendulum and bezel add to the contemporary
styling. The crisp white dial features black bar hour markers and black hour and minute hands.
Finished in Merlot Cherry, a very dark maroon finish that is leaning toward black on an injected
molded body. Quartz, battery-operated movement. Size: Height 35" Width 12" Depth 3". This 33"
metal wall clock features an antique nickel-finished frame is 7" wide and curves down from the
face to the wall hiding the almost 3" in depth. The frame also features decorative nail heads in
two rows one on the inside of the frame and one on the outside of the frame. The accurate
Quartz movement is operated by one AA battery. Size: Diameter 33", Depth 2. This handsome,
32" oversized wrought iron wall clock is finished in antique brass and features a worn, antique
red numeral ring with applied antique brass finished Roman numerals and complementing
antique brass finished hour and minute hands. The white dial features black Arabic numerals
and minute track. The polished silver-tone bezel matches the brushed silver finished pendulum
bob. The wooden pendulum stick matches the color of the case. The single chime quartz
movement plays the Westminster chime on the hour and gives an hour count. The Howard
Miller Brenden 25" large wall clock features an aged black, worn dial with antique gold Arabic
numerals and burnished antique gold hands. Finished in distressed Vintage Umber on select
hardwoods and veneers. This wall clock offers an off-white dial and brass finished bezel.
Finished in Windsor Cherry on select hardwoods. This handsome Designed to be used indoors
or outdoors and includes a glass cover and rubber seals to protect the inside of the clock from
inclement weather. The white dial is highlighted by silver Arabic numerals outlined in black with
a thermometer and a hygrometer. Four LED lights illuminate the dial when it gets dark for easy
night time viewing. A light sensor automatically activates the lights in the dark. Quartz,
battery-operated movement requires one AA and four D sized batteries. When using outdoors,
we recommend hanging your clock in a protected area. One year warranty and Free Shipping
Size: Diameter The charcoal finished metal frame surrounds a distressed, rustic wooden ring.
The rustic wood center disk has a charcoal finished metal frame and is connected to the outer
ring by tapered, galvanized steel spokes at the 3, 6, 9, and 12 positions. Rectangular, galvanized
steel plates are applied to serve as hour markers, while minute markers are notched into the
rustic wooden outer ring and painted light grey. Charcoal finished hour and minute hands
complete the look. The aged black dial features an aged parchment center, applied Arabic
numerals finished in aged brass, aged black hour and minute hands, and flat glass. The aged
off-white dial includes aged black Roman numerals outlined in charcoal gray, a black minute
track, an aged silver-finished bezel, and flat glass crystal. Black hour and minute hands. Howard
Miller Chronos Watch Dial III has a sophisticated wall clock dial that is inspired by the
time-honored, sleek design of a formal wrist-watch. The 16" diameter circular spun
silver-finished metal case frames the circular spun satin silver finished dial which has applied,
satin silver-finished, tapered bar style hour markers and a bright silver-finished inner ring with
black minute track. Size : Diameter 16", Depth 2. This 30" diameter, oversized gallery wall clock
is finished in aged silver. The aged blue dial includes aged white Arabic numerals and aged
silver finished spade hands. The center is adorned with a light blue compass rose to impart a
nautical touch to your space. This iron wall clock has an accurate battery-powered quartz
movement. It requires 1 AA battery not included. Size: 30" Diameter, 3" Depth. This beautiful,
oversized metal wall clock is 32" in diameter and features a compass rose design in a
distressed, antique red finish. Antique-finished hour and minute hands point to the hours,

which are indicated by bar style hour markers and North "N" , South "S" , East "E" and West
"W" markers in the 12, 3, 6 and 9 hour locations. Size: Diameter 32", Depth 2. This Aged white
dial with aged black bar markers and flat black hour and minute hands. Circular brushed
brass-finished pendulum bob with a brass finished grid. Lambs wool color dial with black
Roman numerals, a brass-finished bezel, black spade hour and minute hands and a glass front
window on a fixed door. Quartz, single-chime movement plays Westminster, strikes on the hour
and features automatic nighttime chime shut-off. Requires 4 AA batteries. Antique dial with
worn black Roman numerals, worn black hands, and glass crystal. A cherry finished wood case
features a convex glass crystal. Clock Categories. Bestselling Clocks. Clock Brands. Need
help? Contact Us. Advanced search. This site requires JavaScript to function properly. Please
enable JavaScript in your web browser. These are a select group of unusually good values and
are most are limited availability. Because some are limited quantities, order now if you wish to
take advantage of the savings. All are brand new, factory fresh selections shipped quickly to
your home. This polished, silver-finished arch tabletop Christmas clock offers red marble-tone
sides plays a different Christmas melody on the hour. A white dial features a decorative center
of silver bells and a seasonal red bow. The melody will turn off automatically after PM and start
again after AM. This Xmas clock will play one of 12 different Christmas melodies on the hour.
Soft green Arabic numerals with the names of the melodies printed in red at each hour location.
Full felt bottom protects your tabletop. Quartz, battery-operated movement includes three AA
sized batteries. One year warranty and Free Shipping. Size: Height 7. Contemporary tabletop
clock with a black frame surrounding a wood veneer center. Weighs 4 pounds and features a
glossy black bezel, ebony dial, and crystal lens. Brushed black engraving plate included for
personalization. Requires 1 AA battery. One Year Warranty and Free Shipping. Size: Height: 7"
Width: 5. Executive desk clock with an aluminum base displaying a clock, hygrometer,
thermometer, and a picture frame. Weighs 3 pounds. Cream, modern rotating case displays a
clock, hygrometer, thermometer and a picture frame. Features black dial with iconic Bulova
tuning fork with crystal lens and quartz movement. Brushed silver round engraving plate
included for personalization. Requires 1 AA battery, not included. Size: Height: 4. The Bulova
BW Madison Wood Contemporary Desk Clock is a desk clock with a satin black wooden case,
contrasting brushed silver dial plate, and a mirror polished dial. The straight black hands are a
direct contrast to the guilloche pattern on the face of the clock. The thermometer at the lower
portion of the clock displays room temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius. Brushed silver
engraving plate is included. It requires one AA battery, not included. Size : Height: 6", Width: 4.
Sphere-shaped metal case, polished rose gold-tone finish. Removable clock rotates freely on
base. Grey dial with instrument-gauge-styled numerals, a guilloche pattern used on high-end
Swiss watches accents the dial. Requires 1 LR44 battery, included. Engraving plate included 2"
x. Size: Diameter. Slim, silver tone World Time Clock - alarm clock comes in a black leatherette
case for traveling or can also be placed on a desk with the attached, folding stand. Use the pen
to set the many features. Choose the time from 16 major cities around the world. Handheld
Currency converter and optional hour display. Alarm movement offers 3 alarms: 1 daily alarm, 2
daily alarm that does not sound on Sunday, and 3 alarm that can be programmed for a future
date and time. Quartz, alarm movement features snooze and includes battery. Size: Height 5"
Width 4" Depth 1". It has a dimensional cast resin case with an antique bronze metallic finish. It
has a raised outer rim and center ring. The stylized numerals are an adaptation of the Exhibition
typeface that was developed by Wright in the s for use on a special series of exhibition
drawings. Size: Diameter: 12" Depth: 1". An arched glass top allows a view of the intricate solid
brass clock movement. The special Anniversary dial features applied Arabic numerals and
chapter ring with a polished brass finish. Four brass finished feet support the clock. Finished in
Oak Yorkshire on select hardwoods and veneers. Key-wound, Westminster chime movement
with chime silence option and durable bronze bushings. One Year warranty and Free Shipping.
Polished brass finished handle. Brass finished dial offers a silver chapter ring and decorative
corner spandrels. Durable bronze bushings. Finished in Cherry Bordeaux on select hardwoods
and veneers. Key wound, Westminster chime movement with chime silence option lever and
durable bronze bushings. Clean, contemporary dimensional wall clock with a dark walnut
backing and a lighter front panel and dial. Easy to read white dial with standard Arabic numerals
make this clock very easy to read from a distance. Convex glass crystal over dial keeps light
from reflecting across the entire dial. Brushed aluminum swinging pendulum. Accurate Quartz,
battery operated movement. Size: Height: The Mariner weather clock has a wood and veneer
panel in a walnut finish for a contemporary appearance. The Spun aluminum dial, bezel and
instrument housings make the clock distinctive in any room. A clock and thermometer with
Fahrenheit and Celsius scales give you accurate time and temperature readings any time of day.
Hygrometer for up to the minute humidity readings in your room. Raised protective glass lens

adds distinction and durability to this weather clock. Quartz analog movement for a long lasting
on time performance. Size: Height Traditional look of a tambour style mantel clock, The Rhythm
Remington II is set off by the two raised accent panels on the face to enhance the beauty of this
model. Beaded molding on the base with an antiqued dial and antique brass bezel. The clock
comes with the signature WSM movement which allows you to play 16 Classical melodies, an
hourly and quarterly Westminster chime, and 3 Christmas melodies. The Chimes and music
have a night off option and a volume control. The sounds may also be turned completely off.
Accurate Quartz battery quartz operated. Adjust the volume or you may turn off the sound
completely or use automatic night-time shutoff. Just flip a switch on the side to change your
group selection. This polished, silver-finished Christmas carol clock with green marble-tone
sides plays a different Christmas melody on the hour. This original, signed artwork was
commissioned by Howard Miller exclusively for the Sounds of the Season Collection. As the
hour hand moves from hour to hour, you will hear one of these 12 carols featured at the hour.
The acrylic crystal protects the dial and the gold tone hour and minute hands. Automatic
nighttime chime shut-off option. Quartz movement includes the battery. Your selection will be
delivered quickly! Printable version. Specials from The Clock Depot These are a select group of
unusually good values and are most are limited availability. Anniversary style mantel clock in a
solid wood case with an old world walnut finish. Decorative carved frontal accents and
silk-screened glass front and side panels. Volume control, Automatic Night time shutoff
selection and rotating pendulum. Anniversary collection from Bulova Clocks. One-Year
warranty and Free Shipping. Hardwood case in ebony finish. Silver-tone accents on bezel and
pendulum. Off-white dial with traditional schoolhouse regulator numerals. Adjustable volume
control, automatic night shutoff switch. Protective convex glass lens. Quartz movement.
Requires 1 AA, 2 C batteries. Size: Height 24", Width Decorative carved accents along the
edges. Decorative screened front glass. Metal Vienna style dial in white with Roman numerals.
Size: Height: 19" Width: 9" Depth: 3. This Bulova Ridgedale wall clock is finished in a satin
Cherry finish on real wood. Two Step Swan-neck pediment on top with a decorative carving and
a carved finial. Fixed front glass panel with reeded columns on the sides. Quartz, triple-chime
Harmonic movement plays either Westminster or Ave Maria chime every quarter-hour, or
Westminster or Bim-Bam chimes on the hour. Includes volume control and automatic nighttime
chime shut-off switch. There is also an all chime off switch. Size: Height. Metal dial with Roman
numerals. Silkscreened botanical motif accents the glass front. Swinging pendulum. Fixed front
with rear access. Quarter-hour Westminster chime and strike available. Adjustable volume
control. Automatic night shut-off switch. Requires 1 AA 2 C batteries. Hermle Barrister
keywound chiming mantel clock. Elegant Barrister-style case made from select hardwoods and
veneers in a rich mahogany finish. The front panel features fluted columns and exquisite inlaid
marquetry. The ivory colored dial has Arabic numerals and serpentine hands behind the brass
bezel with convex glass. Three year warranty and free shipping. Traditionally styled tambour
Cherry chiming mantel clock has a wide and slender profile. Off white dial has Arabic numerals
and old style serpentine hands. Hinged front bezel is milled brass with a convex glass lens and
is hinged to allow access to the hands. Quartz, triple chime Harmonic movement plays your
choice of full Quarter hour Westminster or Ave Maria chimes or Bim Bam chimes with strike on
the hour. Westminster chime switch for strike on the hour only. Night-time shutoff switch will
silence the clock between PM - AM. Operates on 2 "C" Duracell Batteries. Assembled in Virginia.
Three Year Warranty and Free Shipping. The case has fluted columns and starburst carvings on
each side of the fully functional drawer. The drawer has a brass handle that matches the bezel.
The cream-colored face features black Roman numerals and filigree hour and minute hands.
Howard Miller Grayson Desk Clock has a high gloss rosewood hall finish. Brushed silver-tone
base plate with polished sides and curved brushed and polished silver-tone metal sides. The
polished silver-finished skeleton movement dial with working gears features a circular
silver-tone numeral ring with classic black Roman numerals. Separate seconds track with black
Arabic numerals. Glass crystal, surrounded by a polished silver-tone triple waterfall style bezel.
Black hour, minute, and seconds hands. Felt bottom helps protect your table or desktop.
Accurate Quartz, battery-operated skeleton movement includes one AAA sized battery. The
off-white dial is surrounded by a mirror polished goldtone bezel. The face has black spade
hands that point to Roman numerals to tell the time. The Spun gold finish pendulum swings
back and forth but does not affect the time. The quartz triple chime movement requires three AA
batteries, not included. The chime can be always on, always off, or nighttime shutoff from pm to
am. Size : Height: 9. This special 93rd Anniversary Floor Clock is inspired by the Swedish Mora
clocks from the late s, and includes an Anniversary Edition inscription on the dial. The aged dial
with worn black Roman numerals and minute track and charcoal hands behind a convex glass
crystal. The crown on this clock is removable, offering two distinctive looks. Aged Linen finish

on select hardwoods and veneers is lightly distressed and wire brushed for a natural, reclaimed
wood appearance. Hinged, top door offers easy access for winding of the clock movement. The
dial and case are illuminated, with an easy to reach roller switch on the back. The tapered base
features a decorative cutout. Designed and Assembled in the USA. Two Year Warranty and Free
Shipping. Glass, bracket style alarm clock is constructed of curved beveled glass panels. Dial
offers a white background with black Roman numerals beneath glass and a polished silver-tone
bezel. The hour, minute and second hands are black while alarm hand is silver. Accurate Quartz,
alarm movement includes the battery uses 1 AA battery. Size: Height 7" Width 5" Depth 2". The
etched globe of this optical crystal clock sits on a unique, oval-shaped solid black glass base.
White dial with black numerals and hour markers, surrounded by a polished silver-tone bezel.
Comes in an elegant black presentation gift box. Quartz battery-operated movement includes
the battery. Howard Miller Montclair is an rectangular easel style table clock in a panel design
with a flat, Satin Rosewood finish. The satin gold-tone center of the dial is surrounded by a
spun silver finished outer ring with black Roman numerals and minute track. Polished gold-tone
bezel and glass crystal. Black hour, minute, and seconds hands with a silver alarm hand.
Quartz, alarm movement includes one AA sized battery. Howard Miller Weather Sentinel is a
silver-finished LCD tabletop alarm clock with removable stand for wall mounting if you wish. RF
sensor transmits outdoor temperature and humidity wirelessly to the clock, which displays
indoor and outdoor temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius and relative humidity. Crescendo
alarm with snooze. Quartz, alarm movement includes the battery. The off-white dial offers a
convex glass crystal, polished brass finished bezel, black Arabic numerals and brass second
hand. Quartz, battery operated movement will play Westminster chime melody on the hour and
also count the hour. Finished in Golden Oak on select hardwoods and veneers. Chimes silence
with the automatic nighttime chime shut-off feature. Quartz, battery operated movement. Simple
lines best describe this case, which offers a flat-top pediment with a nickel finished molding.
The white dial features a nickel finished bezel with simple-styled hour markers and hands.
Finished in Urban Casual on select hardwoods and veneers. Automatic nighttime chime shut-off
between pm and am. Quartz, dual chime movement plays Westminster or Ave Maria chimes, and
features volume control and automatic nighttime chime shut-off option. Natural Walnut finish on
solid Walnut hardwood, featuring knots, natural edges, and distressing that brings out the rich
character of the wood. This contemporary live edge wall clock has metal accents finished in
brushed nickel. Each clock is unique due to the natural characteristics of the solid hardwood.
The dial features a raised center disc and vertical bar finished in brushed nickel with applied
round hour markers finished in medium charcoal at the 3, 6, 9, and 12 positions. The hour and
minute hands are also finished in medium charcoal. The stylish pendulum features a cylindrical
bob with a round stick finished in brushed nickel. Quartz, battery-operated movements require
two AA sized batteries. Howard Miller Zeno Wall Clock features a Natural Gray finish on solid
Hickory hardwood with knots, natural edges, and distressing. This live edge wall clock features
metal accents throughout that are finished in medium charcoal with silver undertones for a one
of a kind clock. Each clock is unique due to the natural characteristics of solid hardwoods.
Accurate Quartz, battery-operated movements require two AA sized batteries not included. Size:
Height 34", Width 13", Depth 3. The decorative porthole bezel rings around both faces have an
antique bronze finish. In the top porthole the clock features a cream dial with black Roman
numerals, black hour and minute hands and a gold seconds hand. In the lower porthole is a
thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celsius scales, and hygrometer. Protective glass lens covers
both dials. Engraving plate included. The Bulova Weather Master Outdoor Wall Clock offers an
all metal case with an oil rubbed bronze finish with a glass cover. A battery powered Quartz
Movement is sealed with a gasket for protection from outdoor elements. Arabic numerals and
instrument graphics are printed with a light reflective ink, then covered with a clear acrylic
diffusing overlay. Four strategically placed battery-powered LED lights, controlled by a
light-sensor, illuminate at dusk and keep the dial visible until dawn. Includes a thermometer
with Fahrenheit and Celsius scales and a hygrometer, both also legible at night. Size: Diameter:
18 inches. Clean modern lines with a chrome bezel. The black rectangular hands point to the
hour markers with the quarter-hour positions with Arabic numerals. The dial is covered with a
glass lens that is marked with silvertone pin-striping. The light sensor will automatically turn the
sounds off on the clock when the room gets dark. On the hour, the clock will rotate thru one of
12 Classical Hi-Fi melodies or one of 6 Christmas Hi-Fi melodies, or it will sound the
Westminster chime on the hour without an hour count or quarter-hour chimes. One Year
Warranty and Free Shipping are included. The Ultimate Christmas clock that plays music!
Delightfully festive! Solid hardwood case stained in walnut. Glass lens protects the oversize dial
decorated in a holiday motif. Plays holiday carols on the hour. The clock is silent from PM to AM
while the night silence feature is in effect. The perfect Christmas clock with music. Requires 3

AA batteries. Size: Height 9. Clock Categories. Bestselling Clocks. Clock Brands. Need help?
Contact Us. Advanced search. This site requires JavaScript to function properly. Please enable
JavaScript in your web browser. Grandfather Clocks for sale with the best service at the lowest
price allowed by Howard Miller online. Over 63, clocks delivered to pleased customers in the
last 17 years. Ask any question about our grandfather clocks or about our nationwide in-home
delivery. This special 93rd Anniversary Floor Clock is inspired by the Swedish Mora clocks from
the late s, and includes an Anniversary Edition inscription on the dial. The aged dial with worn
black Roman numerals and minute track and charcoal hands all behind a convex glass crystal.
The crown on this clock is removable, offering two distinctive looks. Cherry Bordeaux finish on
select hardwoods and veneers is lightly distressed. Hinged, top door offers easy access for
winding of the clock movement. The dial and case are illuminated, with an easy to reach roller
switch on the back. The tapered base features a decorative cutout. Automatic nighttime chime
shut-off option. Designed and Assembled in the USA. Two Year Warranty and Free Shipping.
Size: Height The dial features an open center which offers a view of the inner workings of the
movement, applied brass numerals and black serpentine hands. The front door features
book-matched olive ash burl overlays. A book-matched olive ash burl overlay continues on the
multi-tiered base. Beveled glass on the front door and an illuminated dial and case with a glass
mirrored back. Special 86th Anniversary Edition grandfather clock with the hemispheres on the
moon phase. Pediment features book-matched, crotch figured mahogany overlays and a
decorative keystone with a "Prince of Wales" motif. Windsor Cherry finish. Dial features a
decorative open center which offers a view of the inner workings of the movement, decorative
corner ornaments, a moon arch with an astrological blue moon phase. Locking case and floor
levelers. Cable-driven, Westminster chime Kieninger movement features an automatic nighttime
chime shut-off option. This 77th Anniversary Edition cherry grandfather clock features a
delicately curved swan neck pediment which is crowned by a turned finial and decorative shell
overlay. The polished brass finished anniversary dial offers elaborate corner spandrels, a center
disk with an astrological blue moon phase, a silver chapter ring with applied brass Arabic
numerals. Finished in Windsor Cherry. The cabinet is illuminated by a light inside the case. Free
heirloom plate will be engraved with your family name and a special date. Cable-driven,
Westminster chime Kieninger German Grandfather Clock movement with chime silence option.
An elegant swan neck pediment features overlays with book-matched, crotch-figured Walnut
with an Anigre border, a turned finial, and a decorative shell ornament. Beveled glass on the
lower door and bottom sides. Plain glass on the upper door. Two-year warranty and Free
In-Home Delivery. This 78th Anniversary Edition grandfather clock has a stately appeal. The
graceful arched top features bookmatched olive ash burl overlay. A lamp behind the dial
illuminates the pierced astrological blue moon phase, for a delightful twinkling star effect.
Removable glass upper side panels allow easy access to the movement. Finished in Golden
Oak. Cable-driven, Westminster chime Kieninger movement with automatic nighttime chime
shut-off option. Shown is a hand-rubbed, satin luster Cherry Bordeaux finish on cherry. The
contemporary flat top design features simple but elegant lines. An easy to read gloss white dial
features raised black hour markers with a black minute track and hands. The interior of the case
is illuminated by touching the upper right door hinge. Beveled glass throughout all glass panels
on the clock. A polished chrome finished bezel and polished chrome weight shells complement
the dial. The polished chrome, grid pendulum adds to the linear appeal of the clock. Two year
warranty and Free in-home delivery. Size: Height 80" Width Shown is a hand-rubbed, satin
luster Black finish on cherry. Two-year warranty and Free in-home delivery. The Chateau cherry
grandfather clock offers a graceful swan neck pediment with turned finial and reeded finial seat.
Fixed, stationary midnight blue moon phase accents dial. Brass plate engraved with your family
name available. Locking door. Aged Auburn distressed finish with dents and heavily wire
brushed for a natural, reclaimed wood appearance. Blackened steel finished weight shells and
pendulum bob, which hangs on an Aged Auburn finished wood stick. The hinged front door
features an iron-finished gun barrel latch and glass panes framed by wood mullions revealing
an antique mirrored back panel. Removable upper side glass panels offer easy access to the
movement. This 77th Anniversary Edition floor clock features an arched bonnet pediment.
Functional astrological blue moon phase. Reeded columns with turned top and bottom caps
add an elegant touch, and the decorative cut-out on the sculpted base completes the picture.
Beveled glass gleams on the locking lower door. Finished in Oak Yorkshire and Cabinet is
illuminated by a light inside the case. Adjustable levelers under all four corners. Locking door
for added security. Cable-driven, Westminster chime Kieninger movement with chime silence
lever. An heirloom-style floor clock with a distressed finish, designed by Chris Bergelin. A
carved shell and leaf design draws the eye up to the arched pediment. The brushed antique
brass dial is set off by cast corner and center ornaments, a silver chapter ring with applied

brass Arabic numerals, and an astrological blue moon phase dial. Mirroring the dial, the lyre
pendulum is finished in brushed antique brass. The brushed antique finish and decorative
bands of the weight shells also complement the dial. Cable-driven, triple chime Kieninger
movement offers automatic nighttime chime shut-off option. A special 86th Anniversary Edition
with the hemispheres on the moon phase. Golden Oak finish on select hardwoods and veneers.
The polished brass-finished dial features a decorative open center which offers a view of the
inner workings of the movement, decorative corner ornaments, a moon arch with an
astrological blue moon phase. Illuminated dial and glass mirrored back. Size: Height 86" Width
27" Depth 16". Features an arched pediment which showcases bookmatched, rare olive ash burl
overlays. A special cast dial offers an astrological, blue moon phase. A total of six shelves are
offered for presenting your collectibles. Bonnet pediment features a dramatic carved shell
framed by stepped swan neck pediment moldings. Base includes a decorative cutout. Polished
brass dial offers ornate corner spandrels, center disk, silver chapter ring with black Arabic
numerals, and a stationary blue moon phase. Polished brass finished pendulum and weight
shells. Elegant columns frame the door which features crystal-cut V-grooved glass. Removable
glass topside panels offer easy access to the movement. Finished in Saratoga Cherry on select
hardwoods and veneers. Adjustable levelers under each corner provide stability on uneven and
carpeted floors. Chain-driven, Westminster chime German Kieninger movement with chime
silence lever. Hand-rubbed, Cherry Bordeaux finish on select hardwoods, veneers and inlays.
Elegant swan neck pediment features overlays with book-matched Figured Mahogany with a
Satinwood border, a turned finial, rosettes, and a decorative shell ornament. Overlays are hand
rubbed for a satin luster finish. The polished brass-finished dial features cast corner and center
ornaments and a moon arch with an astrological blue moon phase. This classic floor clock
features a graceful, bookmatched olive ash burl swan neck pediment and decorative shell
overlay. The brushed satin brass dial features cast corner and center ornaments with a silver
chapter ring and satin black Arabic numerals. The astrological, blue moon phase. Illuminated
dial allows time to be viewed in the dark. The bombe base design features a decorative cutout.
Finished in Tuscany Cherry. Illuminated dial for viewing in darkness. An extraordinarily detailed
floor clock with bookmatched olive ash burl gracing the front and sides of the unique swan
neck pediment, and a carved urn finial and finial support add the finishing touch. The Hampton
Cherry finish is distressed for an aged appearance. The elaborate dial includes raised brass
Arabic numerals, cast center and corner ornaments, and a moon phase with exclusive
Presidential Collection hemispheres. This 79th anniversary floor clock offers book-matched
olive ash burl on the pediment with a shell overlay at the center. Separate doors for the dial and
the lower access to the weights and pendulum make the weekly winding quick and the twin
doors add much appeal to the look of the case. Astrological moon phase. Crystal-cut, grooved
oval glass accents the sculptured lower door along with burl overlays in each corner. Finished
in Cherry Bordeaux. Free heirloom plate. Cable-driven, triple chime German Kieninger
movement with night-time silence option. Two-year warranty and Free In-Home delivery. This
93rd Anniversary Edition is in a Cherry Bordeaux finish on select hardwoods and veneers is
lightly distressed. This stepped bonnet floor clock features a multi-stepped plinth base. Glass
mirrored back panel. Aged nickel finished weight shells and pendulum bob, which hangs on a
wood stick that matches the case. Two year warranty and Free Shipping. This 79th anniversary
floor clock offers bookmatched olive ash burl on the pediment with a raised shell and vine
overlay at the center. Separate doors for the dial and the lower access. The bottom of the case
is stepped in the sections to add stability to the case and enhance the Victorian lower door.
Astrological, blue moon phase. Crystal-cut, grooved oval glass accents the sculptured lower
door. Cable-driven, triple chime German Kieninger movement with chime silence option. In
celebration of Howard Miller's 75th Anniversary. This beautiful floor clock features an elegant
swan neck pediment, matching keystone finial support and crotch-figured mahogany. Finished
in Windsor Cherry on select hardwoods and veneers. Automatic nighttime chime shut-off
between pm and am. Illuminated case or dial. Printable version. Result pages: 1 2. The
curvaceous clock is finished in Tuscany Cherry. This design was originally the first grandfather
clocks that were ever made. Convex glass crystal on the hinged top door, decorative carved
accents, and a turned urn finial. Aged to match the era, the antiqued dial offers Roman
numerals, black serpentine hands, and a separate track for counting seconds. Beveled glass.
This smaller profile grandfather clock is finished in Dark Oak Yorkshire on select hardwoods
and veneers. This floor clock offers arched pediment with delicate embossing. The polished
brass finished dial features an ornate, gold tone center and a silver tone chapter ring. A fixed
midnight blue moon phase accents the dial. Elongated glass door. Cherry Bordeaux finish.
Brass finished dial with a silver chapter ring with applied brass Arabic numerals, and an
astrological blue moon phase. Brass pendulum with matching center disk and weight shells.

Swan neck pediment with carved rosettes features book-matched, olive ash burl, a decorative
shell overlay and turned finial. Plain glass on the upper door and sides. Illuminated dial and
case with a mirrored back. Two year warranty and Free Shipping and In-Home delivery. Size:
Height 86" Width 23" Depth 14". The Browman is a special 87th Anniversary Edition grandfather
clock for The brass finished dial offers a circular brushed silver chapter ring with applied brass
Arabic numerals, and an astrological blue moon phase. Polished brass pendulum and weight
shells. Graceful bonnet pediment features book-matched, olive ash burl and a decorative shell
overlay. The front locking door features crystal-cut grooved glass. Cable-driven, Westminster
chime Kieninger movement with automatic nighttime chime shut-off lever. Carved leaf design
accents are complemented by the heavily carved leaf design in the lower door. The distinctive
dial features a crystal-cut center disk. An elaborately detailed vine motif frames the pendulum.
The face of the dial is illuminated and also provides a warm glow to the interior of the cabinet,
highlighting the pendulum and weight shells. Finished in Embassy Cherry. Adjustable levelers.
Special 82nd Anniversary Limited Edition cherry grandfather clock finished in Cherry Bordeaux
features a swan neck pediment with book-matched olive ash burl overlays and three turned urn
finials. Brushed satin brass finished dial and a functional moon phase. Multi-tiered carved
bombe base. Locking door and Glass mirrored back. This grand Presidential Grandfather Clock
has many outstanding features. The swan neck pediment displays bookmatched crotch figured
veneers. The pediment is further enhanced with three turned urn finials, carved rosettes, and an
inlaid keystone with the "Prince of Wales" motif using Maple, Padauk, Amaranth, and Ebony
veneers on a Madrona burl background. Four impressive columns feature large reeds and
boldly carved caps that frame the distinctive door and adjoin the pediment to the base. This
special Floor Clock is the 89th Anniversary Edition and features special styling. Hampton
Cherry finish on select hardwoods and veneers is lightly distressed for an aged appearance.
The swan-neck pediment with carved rosettes features book-matched olive ash burl, a
decorative shell overlay, and a turned finial. Howard Miller J. Miller Grandfather Clock Model
Number: This elegant floor clock, designed by Chris Bergelin features sixteen different species
of hardwoods and veneers. The beautiful swan neck pediment is crowned with three carved
finials. Also on the pediment are bookmatched Russian Walnut Burl with floral inlays framed
with a Movingue border. A masterpiece in clockmaking. The beautiful swan neck pediment is
crowned with three carved finials A masterpiece in clockmaking. This floor clock showcases a
simple, yet elegant design. The dial features a polished brass finished bezel with an elaborate
center disk and includes a silver chapter ring with applied brass Roman numerals and black
serpentine hands. Finished in a Cherry Bordeaux finish. Glass mirrored back. Four floor levelers
the cabinet on any surface. Size: Height 79" Width Swan neck pediment and shell overlay at
base of turned finial. Substantially turned and reeded columns accent each side. Polished brass
pendulum and weights seen behind glass panels. Locking door and free engraved brass plate.
Tall, richly decorated floor clock is crowned by an elegant, hand-rubbed swan neck pediment.
Bookmatched olive ash burl, carved rosettes, and a turned urn finial accent the graceful lines.
An astrological blue moon phase draws attention to the polished brass dial, Crystal-cut and
grooved glass enhances the front lower door, with beveled glass on the lower side panels.
Finished in Cherry Bordeaux with an illuminated interior light and Glass mirrored back. A total
of six shelves are offered for presenting your collectibles Cable-driven, triple chime Kieninger
movement offers automatic nighttime chime shut-off option. Two year warranty and Free
In-Home Delivery. The distinctive bonnet pediment of this floor clock finished in Embassy
Cherry features a dramatic carved shell framed by stepped swan neck pediment moldings. The
brushed nickel dial features corner and center ornaments and a moon arch with an astrological
blue moon phase. The dial includes a silver chapter ring with applied satin black finished Arabic
numerals. Cable-driven, Kieninger Westminster Quarter hour chimer movement with automatic
nighttime chime shut-off option will automatically turn off the chimes from PM to AM when
selected. This stately Golden Oak floor clock offers a graceful bonnet pediment with
book-matched olive ash burl and a decorative shell and vine overlay. An astrological blue moon
phase draws attention to the polished brass dial and an Ambassador Collection inscription. The
reeded columns are capped with elaborate carvings that frame the dial. Crystal-cut and grooved
glass enhances the front lower door, with beveled glass on the lower side panels. Removable,
fret-cut, top side panels. The entire German made Keininger movement has been chrome plated
and is completely open to see all parts. The transparent dial has chrome plated hour markers
and allows one to view the face of the movement. Triple chime Tubular movement where the
hammers strike the chrome plated tubes to produce the chime. Automatic Night time shutoff
lever. Edition floor clock finished in Legacy Oak features a distinct bonnet pediment with
book-matched olive ash burl overlays and a decorative carved applique. Brushed satin bras
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s finished dial features cast center and corner ornaments. A moon arch with an astrological
blue moon phase. The multi-tiered Bombe base includes molding below the door and a
decorative cutout. Lower door features a decorative molding with a patterned beveled glass.
Illuminated dial. Kieninger German Triple chime cable-driven movement with automatic
nighttime chime shut-off option and durable bronze bushings. Classically inspired floor clocks
makes a grand addition to our Furniture Trend Designs. The simple, yet elegant, flat top
pediment of this floor clock is reminiscent of classic Greek and Roman architecture. White dial
is framed by a brushed-nickel bezel and numerals. The brushed-nickel grid pendulum and nickel
finished weight shells complement the bezel. Lightly distressed Black Coffee finish. Clock
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